
WEATHER WITHOUT TECHNOLOGY  (PART 1) 
 

October 2013 preamble -this comes in three parts this month, due to information to be given. 
 

The month without a Day of Prediction or Quarter Day, but, described by many as The Golden 
Month. 
 

 This month for a change I will attempt to describe how the maxim 'one day telleth another,' affects 
the forward looking methodology of the month. 

 
 As each month progresses, you will find in the data sheet some references about a particular day 

that has a correlation with another day later in the year. An easy example being, Maundy Thursday 
weather will be the opposite on Whit Monday, so wet on Thursday gives dry on Monday.  There are 
numerous such references across the year. 

 
 So on Maundy Thursday, note is taken of the weather that day, and in the month for Whit Monday a 

note is placed there too - to reflect the weather that day. 
  
 Similarly if the grass is growing on January 1st only one hay harvest in the year to come, which 

indicates that the period around the hay harvest, optimum period weeks 3 and 4 in June and 1 and 
2 in July (dependent on your geographical location), will be dry, calm and sunny for the hay harvest, 
and note in made in the June  and July months.  However, this saw also indicates a dry period after 
the hay harvest, since there will be only one such harvest, indicating a dry July, August and 
September when sufficient rain would normally fall for a second hay harvest in weeks 2 and 3 of 
September. 

 
 From one simple saw/saying on January 1st, the weather for June, July, August and September are 

all predetermined - and as this year of 2013 has proven, very effectively too.  Many parts of the 
country having had wall to wall sunshine, heat and dry conditions, and in so doing making farming 
and horticulture in general, challenging. 

 
 I will now demonstrate what notes had accrued for October from the previous months, and where 

the source of such data derives, all this although it may compliment some of the data given in the 
monthly data sheet, is independent and complimentary too that data in that sheet. 

 
 entry 10/1/2013: From the weather in the forenoon this day comes the weather for October = 
    Dry calm overcast the some light drizzle towards noon.  No wind. 
 
 9/5/2013  Dry sunny days in autumn, but damper evenings. 
 
 8/8/2013  Unusually hot first week of August (hottest week of the year) indicates a long 

   and severe winter. 
 
 15/8/2013  Good wine harvest and good autumn weather. 
 
 27/8/2013  Thick early morning fog this day forewarning a the first severe DAY frost to 

   come on the exact day in October, 27th October.  I emphasize the DAY  
   since night frosts are already forecast for October nights. 

 
 28/8/2013  Thick early morning fog forewarning ( as above) the second severe day frost 

   on 28th October. 
 
 28/8/2013  The above two fogs also indicate a severe winter with plenty of snow. 
 
   



 31/8/2013  Early and severe winter to come from hot, dry August following a hot, dry  
   July. 

 
 31/8/2013  A dry warm August means a snowy winter. 
 
 1/9/2013  Hot dry sunny day indicates a settled dry, sunny October with some daytime 

   warmth. 
 
 So, from the above you can now clearly see how these saws give advance warning - up to 6 months 

ahead of the approaching weather, not only for October but into November too. 
 
 Experience over several years has taught not to disregard or ignore the above saws/sayings, since 

at least 90% and more often 100% of the time they are correct. 
   
 I hope the above will help those who have enquired, as to how the methodology is found and then 

utilised as the year progresses. 
 
 PART II follows immediately below this entry on the next page. 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



OCTOBER  PREAMBLE PART II 
September wind direction notes first. 

Welcome to the October website – nothing contentious this month, just everyday matters to look 
out for as the winter approaches. 

Firstly, this is going to be dry month, with calm, sunny days predominating but with some cold 
frosts at night, and, as with frosts, this may well give rise to morning fogs, therefore beware 
on the roads, slippery frosty surfaces and fog, a near lethal combination for the unwary. 

St Luke’s little summer around the 18th will of course provide us St Luke’s little summer which will 
end around the 28th, St Jude’s day, the commencement of stormy weather. 

Because it will be a cold month, there will be precious little rain, therefore a dry month, not good 
for the farmers, and really a continuation of the dry spell since June.   June, July and August 
all, in the SE had well below the seasonally averaged rainfall, so dry that the abnormal rains 
in the spring months is now in deficit. 

Back a little first, the swifts departed here around the 6th August- always the first (after the Cuckoo 
in July) to depart for Africa, followed on the 18th by the martins and song birds plus too the 
nightingales, and as they disappeared near enough immediately flocks of goldfinches took 
over these roosts. 

For the resident birds there is plenty of seed matter, teasels, burdock, old man’s beard, hogweed 
and associated plant seeds, plus numerous grasses this year.   There are plenty of stinging 
nettles for the tortoishell butterflies to lay their eggs this year – so hopefully no shortage 
next year of these colourful creatures.; and whilst on the subject of butterflies what a 
magnificent show this year of all varieties. 

 The migratory birds from the north will be arriving soon, the fieldfares, redwings, brambling and 
arctic starlings – that are brown coloured and quite unmistakable; and for them nature has 
provided an abundance of sloes, ivy, guilder berries, hawthorns etc – the sure sign of a 
severe winter, as last year, a mild winter (though a bitter spring) and no sloes at all; plus too, 
the over-wintering ducks and geese – and for them plenty of bulrush and sedge food too 
laid up by nature in their habitats. 

I have long forecasted a long, harsh, cold winter, and this month is the start of that – or at least a 
foretaste, for November and early December may not be quite so cold at night, and now is 
the month to go out, suitable dressed, to see the signs of this harsh winter to come.  So look 
at the below to see what I am talking about – plus too of course all the natural seeds from 
domesticated gardens and the residue of the grain harvests, and thank you farmers for 
leaving small patches of maize too as winter cover and food. 

Apart from the above seeds, berries, look at rose hips and haws, acorns – the real sign of a severe 
winter are thousands, and there are, of acorns; again last year precious few and a mild 
winter.   

 
Whitethorn, spindle, hawthorn, bryony, bittersweet, elder berries, holly in profusion, plus nuts of 

all kinds, hazel, pecan, chestnuts, beech nuts and of the seeds from the ash, sycamore, 
hornbeam; add to this the fruits, blackberries, mulberries, pears, plums, prunelles, apples, 
quince, medlar etc and nature has provided a bountiful larder.  Something for everyone be 
they bird or animal.  

Look too to see how long the vine leaves hang on the vines – after a reasonable grape harvest too 
this year – how the oak leaves hang on the boughs, the beech all signs of a hard winter, for 
these leaves provide cover, warmth and protection for the birds.   Put your hand into any of 
these trees behind the leaves, in the wind, and notice how the leaves protect your hand 



from the wind that is how they protect the birds and will still be there well into the coldest 
month February. 

So the main things to look for concerning the winter, this month, is the late leaf-fall and what 
leaves remain on the boughs.  Vine and oak in particular. 

All the long-term notes I keep (these are indicators from at least six months previously given by 
nature) have come true, which to me just confirms my thoughts on the winter. 

A visit to the ‘forecast’ section of the website under ‘advance predictions September 2013 to March 
2014’ will give some indication – in detail up to December 31st of the weather to come.   I 
will append the January to the end of March 2014 prediction well before it is due, but I need 
some more essential data from October to be sure – as sure as nature tells me.  But what is 
already there is enough to get on with – and for the adventurous you can look at the 
January to April 2013 data sheets for the day to day stuff – the only things that change are 
the moons and wind. 

 
I hope the above plain simple free practical advice will give you something to look for during the 

October walks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
@David King        Edenbridge, September 2013.

    
 

 



 

OAK APPLE RESULTS SEPTEMBER 2013 
 

The below are the results of the Oak apples disection - normally on 29th, but for 
convenience, done on 25th September. 

 
There is one further comment to add to the those at the bottom of the photograph, that being: since 

there many and they ripened early = and early winter (yes proven), very much snow before 
Christmas (doubtful here in th SE and that it shall be cold (yes proven). 

 
 

 
 
 
The significance of , as far as I am concerned is that these results tend to reinforce the facts for a 

hot, dry and sunny first period of August 2014 from 7th to 17th. 
 
There is Buchan cold period normally 6th to 11th - but 2013 saw this as a very hot period coupled 

with a Fair moon from the 5th which indicates, hot dry sunny  weather. 
This will continue into the Buchan warm period of 12th to 15th on to the 17th when the hot period 

will change. 
 
It is fair to say therefore from this  data from the oak apples, that this part of summer will be hot, dry 

and sunny, preceded by favourable dry sunny hot weather to ripen the grain in July. 
 
Nature therefore providing us with advance summer weather months ahead. 
 
 



September 29th 2013 
 

Michaelmass/ Day of Prediction/Quarter Day. 
 

The first two items above may be researched in the September data sheet. 
 
However the final item = Quarter Day, is the subject here.  "where the  
wind blows this day shall be the predominant wind direction up to the next     

   such quarter day." 
 
The wind on 29th September was Easterly, a cold dry wind, therefore the 

predominant wind direction through to December 21st, St Thomas', will 
be easterly.  This means that that effectively winter has started, for this 
cold wind will draw cold air in from the European mainland, starting in 
the Urals region, getting colder all the time until reaches the east coast. 

The data from the previous months that nature provided has therefore been, 
once again, correct, and as a result it will be a cold and early autumn, 
albeit dry, sunny and relatively calm for most of the month during the 
daytime, but with frosts during the night.   These night frosts around 
dawn of course will give rise to some very thick fogs across the month 
and with no winds to talk of will not disperse that quickly. 

 
Though the saying/saw states that this will stay until the next quarter day - 

when it will remain from the east too - all the data points to this already.   
If the reader looks at the previous November data sheet, refer please to 
St Martin's day on the 11th November and make good note of the 
comments concerning the wind on this day, which I know will also be 
from the east. 

 
A cold harsh, severe, long snowy winter was predicted months ago, now this is 

being proven.  Nature gives the prior information, the skill is to be able 
interpret this and use it.  Harsh, long, cold and snowy?   Yes look at the 
advance prediction notes to explain why I say this.  It is all there, no 
myth, no flannel, just raw reliable proven and verifiable data. 

 
 
 
@ David King    Edenbridge.    September 2013.
 



OCTOBER 2013 

DAY OF PREDICTION: NONE    NEW: 5th = 00.35 hrs = Fair (Frost) 

1st QUARTER: 12th = 23.03 hrs = Fair (frost)  FULL: 18th = 23.38 hrs = Fair (frosty) 

LAST QUARTER: 27th = 23.41 hrs = Fair 

ECLIPSE: PENUMBRAL LUNAR  18th 

 

3rd   The day of celebration after the wine harvest. 

 7th St Victoria Day Her image tops ceremonial arches (Marble Arch). 

10
th

 Perigee 23.07 hrs 

11th Vinalia Day New wine testing day. 

16th Gallus  See St Michael 29th September. 

 18th St Luke  St Luke’s little summer is a fine day. 

26
th

 Apogee 14.26 hrs 

27
th

 BST ENDS                 

 28th St Simon & St Jude Marks the end limit of St Lukes summer.   A rainy day. On St Jude’s the oxen may 

play. 

 31st  Hallowtide If ducks swim at Hallowtide, at Christmas the same ducks will slide. The onset of 

winter and    darker time of the year.  Halloween. 

    

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

General Notes and Comments 

THE Golden month - star of the weather prophets year. 

The month with more weather signs than any month, but it has no day of prediction. 

All October predictions look forward well into December and the New Year. 

October has 19/21 fine days, maybe over-optimistic, but usually more fine than rough. 

October forecast signs fit well with days of prediction, and should be taken seriously.   Best reputation for long 

range forecasts. 

St Luke usually gives 4 days to a week of lovely weather. (very true)   He does however sometimes arrive five days 

late! 

One can reasonably expect a warm period between mid-September and mid-November. 

Feast of St Simon and St Jude signals the start of a very stormy period, and the end of St Likes summer.   It is also 

claimed there is never a year without rain this day. 



Abundance of acorns, dead nettles and thick onion skins in October indicate a hard winter. 

Heavy crop of haw-berries and beech nuts indicates a bad winter to come. 

31st - Halloween.  Has a reputation for being a quiet night. 

The garden month - expect downpours of rain. 

For every October fog there will be snow in winter, heavy or light according to the fog.  Most reliable indeed. 

Full moon in October without frost, no frost till full moon in November.   (a golden rule) 

If the October moon is born with the points up, the month will be dry.   If down, wet.  (the old saying being that a 

moon on its back catches the rain - a moon on its side cannot catch the rain) 

If during leaf-fall in October many leaves remain hanging, a frosty winter with much snow will follow.  (very true) 

If in October leaves till hold, the coming winter will be cold (yes). 

Late leaf fall, hard in New Year,  (true) 

If Oak bears its leaves in October there will be a hard winter.   [very reliable] 

If in the fall of leaves many of them wither on the boughs and hang there, a frosty winter and much snow will 

follow.   (proven yes) 

If foxes bark much in October they are calling up great falls of snow.   (true even in Cities) 

(If no foxes or hares in your district watch the sheep.   If they cluster together and move slowly, it is a sure sign of 

snow).   Yes - proven with sheep. 

If the hare wears a thick coat in October, he shows his wisdom.  (lay in a good stock of fuel) 

When owls hunt in daylight, expect a hard winter. 

If squirrels early mass their hoard, expect a winter like a sword. 

When birds and badgers are fat in October, you may expect a cold winter. 

If there is snow and frost on October, January will be mild. 

If October brings much frost and rain, then January and February will be mild. 

Windy October, dry January; warm October, cold February. 

If late October and early November are warm and rainy there is a better chance that January and February will be 

cold and frosty.     (Proven from local records) 

October wet, March dry. [yes if October above average, March will be below average] 

October cold, March cold (is more likely from local records).     

The last week in October is the wettest of the year in southern England and the chances of a dry day on the 28th 

is minimal.   [official averages] 

Observe the first heavy fog in August and expect a hard frost the same day in October.   [check readings] 

Much rain in October, much wind/rain in December. 



When it freezes and snows in October, January will bring mild weather, but if it is thunder and lightning, the 

weather will resemble April in temper. 

If October brings heavy frosts and winds, then January and February will be mild. 

Redwings arrive mid-October and Fieldfares the end of October. 

In October dung your field and your land its wealth shall yield. 

The end of summer -leaves turn gold and fall, the chills of autumn herald the onset of winter. 

Wine harvest vintage month. 

Time of first frosts and final harvest.   The greater the harvest, the greater the frost and snow the following 

winter. 

 

MET OFFICE NOTES:   

16th -19th quiet period. 

24th October to 13th November stormy period. 

NO BUCHAN NOTES. 

THE FULL MOON THIS MONTH IS CALLED THE HUNTERS MOON. 

 

The tree for the month is Ivy up-to 27th.   Thereafter it is the noetal. 

 

MONTHLY AVERAGES FOR EDENBRIDGE (USING 1981-2010 FIGURES) 

Mean Max: 16C  Mean Min: 6.5C Mean Avg: 11.25C 

  Rainfall: 92.9mm Sunshine: 131.2hrs 

Whilst I appreciate the above are local figures, it will be an indication of what the averages 

are, and, of course there will be local variations.   Such variations can be found by trawling 

the various weather websites, or by using the superb data found in the Climatologists 

Observers Link website.   

The following figures are for the average temperature at 12 noon and again at 4pm, taken at 

the beginning and again at the end of the month. 

1st  16.32C   17.35C    

31st  12.52C   11.78C 

  

 

 



Octobr 2013 Quick ReferenceSpreadsheet.

Moon Weather DoP Saint/HolyOther Day Apogee Met Off Buchan

day Perigee quiet/stormywarm/cool

none this month

1 T Last quarterRain

2 W

3 T

4 F

5 S New fair (frost) perigee 2307hrs

6 S 

7 M

8 T

9 W

10 T

11 F Vinalia day

12 S 1st QuarterFair (frost)

13 S 

14 M

15 T

16 W Gallas quiet 16th-19th

17 T }

18 F Full Fair (frost) St Luke Lunar Eclipse }

19 S }

20 S 

21 M

22 T

23 W

24 T 24th-13th Nov

25 F Stormy

26 S Apogee 1426hrs}

27 S Last QuarterFair BST ENDS 0100hrs }

28 M St Simon/St Jude }

29 T }

30 W }

31 T Hallowtide }




